2. General Comments

2.1) The instructor (for example, lecture style, attitude towards students, teaching methods).

- Dr. S is very willing to help students. This course is just perfect for non-Chem or non-Science majors that can study and do assignments at their own pace. It really is too time-consuming to have 3 hour classes weekly. The fees for the course is also very reasonable as well. If I were a Chemistry major, I would definitely try to take all of Dr.S’s courses. Great professor who is very helpful and sweet.

- I have no complaints really. Your lectures were rushed but given that this was a summer class it’s understandable.

- Lectures went by pretty fast. And there were a lot of information that needed to be intake. However, she is always available to answer questions and explain what I don't understand. Her due dates need to be spread out a little because there was a lot of due dates crammed in one day! She needs to answer emails faster. Overall, she is very caring.

- N/A

- Online lab is a great way, safe and no waste

- She was very encouraging and helpful throughout the class meetings.

- The instructor’s teaching style fit well with this type of course. Her slides were very confusing when reading before lecture, but once the professor explained what she meant it made more sense and it was easy to follow along. During the actual lab there were many things that were confusing, and made the lab more difficult than intended. Other than those minor details the professor was excellent and explaining the methods being used.

- Wonderful Professor, always willing to help.

2.2) The laboratory content (for example, level of difficulty, lab manual or textbook, other reading, lecture topic, exams, assignments).

- Exams are not hard, but grading is very detail. She doesn't seem to give full points if the answer is not exactly on her answer key.

- Level of difficulty (1-10): 8

- Lecture topic: goes along with lab assignments

- Assignments: some problems were very confusing

- A more thorough explanation of the lab would have been helpful. Some of the content was confusing and difficult to follow through. The questions were also not straight forward. It was helpful that the quizzes were multiple choice.

- It is difficult and time consuming, but overall it is an interesting class

- N/A

- The assignments weren't hard to understand. All was good.

- The labs were not extremely difficult, but would still take some independent learning to carry out correctly. Exams adhere to course contents and lecture - there was never anything surprising. The reading was very manageable.

- The labs were very user friendly and easy to navigate through considering I am not very good at Chemistry!

- The only suggestion I would have for the online lab, would be to allow students to take written notes as opposed to writing them down online. It takes up too much unnecessary time and for my self, I would end up writing down the notes on paper anyways so I could have them there right in front of me. Also when writing out equations or math problems, it is easier to write them out on paper.

2.3) The laboratory administration (for example, grading policy and methods; number, length, and fairness of exams and assignments).

- Good and fair

- Grading is a little unclear, but it is not a huge problem. Please just make sure to explain the points and percentages more clearly. Exams are very fair.

- Grading policy and methods: she doesn't seem to give full points if the answer is not exactly on her answer key, which doesn't seem very fair to me.

- Assignments: I was not able to see what I did wrong in the assignment, which I wished to see.
I do not have any comment toward the grading style used in this course.

N/A

Standard grading policy.

The class as a whole was very fair. The teacher was well organized and fair in grading for each assignment.

no problem with grading for me.

Other comments:

Great class!

Great course and great virtual labs. I would definitely recommend Dr. S and this online CHEM100L course to everyone. Thank you for a wonderful summer session, Dr. S!

Highly suggest continuing these online labs! They were really fun! I had so much anxiety going into this course for I am not great at chemistry, but when I found out it was an online chemistry lab course I was able to actually have fun while doing each lesson and was not stressed at all!

N/A

She is a very caring person, always there when you need help. But she needs to reply emails faster since it takes about 2-3 days till I was able to get her emails.